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Chairman Connolly, Ranking Member Hice, and Members of the Subcommittee on Government
Operations, thank you for inviting me to testify this morning. My name is James Sherk. I am a former
Special Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy in the Trump administration. Prior to my service in
the White House I was a research fellow at the Heritage Foundation. I am speaking this morning only in
my personal capacity and not on behalf of the Trump administration. As such, while I can discuss the
problems the administration addressed, how it addressed them, and my personal views, I am not
authorized to speak on behalf of others who served in the administration or to reveal internal
administration deliberations.
The Trump administration sought to make the government operate more efficiently while making the
Federal government a better place to work. These efforts were successful. Federal employee’ job
satisfaction rose every year that President Trump held office.
Federal employees widely believe that their agencies do not effectively address poor performance.
Excessive removal restrictions undermine the original vision of the Pendleton Act. Civil service reformers
wanted a merit system that prohibited patronage hiring while enabling agencies to swiftly remove poor
performers. Federal employees themselves express frustration that their agencies rarely remove poor
performers. President Trump signed several Executive Orders designed to make it easier for agencies to
do so. Polling shows that Federal employees approved of these efforts by a 2-to-1 margin.
President Trump also signed Executive orders making the Federal workforce operate more efficiently.
Congress directed the Executive Branch to implement the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations
Statute (FSLMRS) in a manner “consistent with the requirement of an effective and efficient
government.”1 The actual implementation of the Statute has fallen short of that goal. The Trump
administration sought to rectify that.
Finally, Federal employees enjoy, on average, greater pay and benefits than similarly skilled workers in
the private sector. The Trump administration sought to keep the Federal government a first-class
employer while promoting equity between the Federal and private sector workforces. To that end
President Trump signed legislation providing Federal employees with paid parental leave benefits for the
first time, while proposing benefit reforms that would bring Federal employee benefits closer in line with
private sector standards.
President Biden has rescinded many of these Executive Orders, and members of the Committee have
proposed legislation to prevent a future administration from bringing these reforms back. These proposals
will hurt the Federal workforce. Most Federal employees work hard and care about their agency’s
mission. They do not want to carry poor performers’ slack.
Federal Performance Management Problematic
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It is prohibitively difficult to fire a Federal employee for poor performance. The Government
Accountability Office (GAO) estimates that it takes between 6 months and a year – and often longer – for
a supervisor to fire a poor performer.2 The most recent Merit Principles Survey reveals that only a quarter
of Federal supervisors are confident that they could remove a poor performer who met the statutory
criteria for removal.3
Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) research finds that “many supervisors believe it is simply not
worth the effort to attempt to remove Federal employees who cannot or will not perform adequately.”4 An
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) study found that only 8 percent of managers with problem
employees attempted to demote or fire those workers. Fully 78 percent of these managers said these
efforts had no effect.5
Consequently, Federal employees are rarely removed for poor performance once they complete their
probationary period. OPM data show that agencies removed just 3,939 of 1.6 million tenured permanent
executive branch employees for performance or misconduct in FY 2020.6 The Federal government
continues to employ many employees who private employers would have quickly terminated. For
example:
•

•
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A Housing and Urban Development (HUD) employee spent over a third of his working time for
over five years conducting private business deals with his official e-mail account. This included
arrangements to provide a lap-dancer to a private party. HUD officials did not attempt to fire
him.7
A GS-12 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) public affairs specialist repeatedly pawned
thousands of dollars’ worth of EPA digital cameras and camcorders at a local pawn store. When
the theft was discovered EPA did not attempt to fire her.8
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A Postal Service employee was arrested on her lunch break outside of her workplace for smoking
marijuana and possessing cocaine. She was subsequently convicted, and the Postal Service
determined she had brought the cocaine into the postal facility. The Postal Service attempted to
fire the employee, but the MSPB mitigated the penalty to a 90-day suspension.9

The Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) shows that Federal employees themselves are frustrated
with the government’s failure to address poor performance. Each year FEVS asks Federal employees if
they believe that in their work unit “steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not
improve?” Federal employees consistently give this question some of the most negative responses of the
entire survey. In 2019 only 34 percent of Federal employees agreed with this statement.10 Similarly, most
Federal employees tell the FEVS that poor performers remain in their work unit and continue to
underperform.11
Removal Restrictions Undermine the Federal Service
Extensive removal restrictions undermine the Federal services. An extensive line of research finds that
stringent employment protections reduce employee productivity: some workers do not work as hard when
they know they cannot be fired.12 Making it prohibitively difficult for agencies to remove all but the worst
offenders both prevents agencies from removing poor performers and encourages shirking. This makes it
harder for agencies to serve the American people. Strong removal protections also reduce the
government’s democratic accountability. Voters may not get the policies they voted for if poorly
performing bureaucrats fail to implement them effectively.
Congress has recognized that the merit system needs performance accountability. Merit System Principle
6 provides that “employees should be retained on the basis of the adequacy of their performance,
inadequate performance should be corrected, and employees should be separated who cannot or will not
improve their performance to meet required standards.”13 Unfortunately the Federal government does not
uphold this principle.
Removal Protections Contravene Original Civil Service Vision
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Extensive removal protections contravene the original vision for the merit service. The Pendleton Act of
1883 replaced the patronage or “spoils” system with a professional civil service. The act provided for
competitive examinations and merit-based hiring for certain Federal positions.14 However, the Pendleton
Act did not interfere with the President’s authority to fire Federal employees. While the Act prohibited
removing employees because they made – or failed to make – political contributions, it did not otherwise
interfere with the President’s general authority to remove employees.15
Civil service reformers intentionally avoided impeding the removal process. They wanted to eliminate
patronage by regulating hiring, while leaving the government free to remove poor performers. George
William Curtis was the President of the National Civil Service Reform League and the Chair of President
Grant’s Civil Service Commission. He explained that:
“Having annulled all reason for the improper exercise of the power of dismissal, we hold that it is
better to take the risk of occasional injustice from passion and prejudice, which no law or
regulation can control, than to seal up incompetency, negligence, insubordination, insolence, and
every other mischief in the service, by requiring a virtual trial at law before an unfit or incapable
clerk can be removed.”16
More succinctly, Curtis observed that “if the front door [is] properly tended, the back door [will] take care
of itself.”17 The Pendleton Act effectuated this vision.
The Civil Service Commission subsequently requested a Presidential order requiring agencies to explain
their reasons for removing employees, as a safeguard against politically-motivated removals. In 1897
President McKinley issued an Executive Order providing that civil servants could only be removed “for
just cause, upon written charges … of which the accused … shall have an opportunity to make defense.”18
The Civil Service Commission became concerned that McKinley’s order could be interpreted as requiring
a trial to determine if “just cause” existed. The Civil Service Commission feared that “to require this [a
trial] would not only involve enormous labor, but would give a permanence of tenure in the public service
quite inconsistent with the efficiency of that service.” Consequently, and upon the Civil Service
Commission’s recommendation, President Theodore Roosevelt issued a follow-up executive order in
1902 clarifying that “just cause” means any cause that promotes the efficiency of the service and that
trials or examination of evidence were unnecessary to remove an employee.19
In 1912 President Taft issued an executive order reaffirming the McKinley and Roosevelt orders. The
Civil Service Commission explained that the Taft order required only a notice and right to reply – not any
sort of trial – before removing an employee, and this was necessary for efficient government:
“The rules are not framed on a theory of life tenure, fixed permanence, nor vested right in office.
It is recognized that subordination and discipline are essential, and that therefore dismissal for
just cause shall be not unduly hampered ... Appointing officers, therefore, are entirely free to
14
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make removals for any reasons relating to the interests of good administration, and they are made
the final judges of the sufficiency of the reasons ... The rule is merely intended to prevent
removals upon secret charges and to stop political pressure for removals .... No tenure of office is
created except that based upon efficiency and good behavior.”20
Congress quickly enacted legislation that mirrored President Taft’s executive order almost verbatim. This
law, which became known as the Lloyd-LaFollette Act, required agencies to provide employees with a
notice and an opportunity to respond before removal, while expressly providing that “no examination of
witnesses nor any trial or hearing shall be required.”21 Lloyd-LaFollette statutorily codified the existing
civil service policy that prohibited removals for narrowly defined purposes (i.e. political activities) while
otherwise giving agencies free rein to define and assess when cause for removal existed.22
Strict removal restrictions arose in the modern era. Section 14 of the Veterans Preference Act of 1944
gave veterans the right to an in-person hearing over proposed removals, as well as the right to appeal
adverse decisions to the Civil Service Commission. In January 1962 President Kennedy issued an
Executive Order giving all Federal employees in-person hearings and allowing them to appeal adverse
decisions within their agency.23 In 1974 President Nixon shifted the appeals venue to the Civil Service
Commission, giving all Federal employees the same appeals rights that Congress previously gave
veterans.24 The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 codified external agency appeals in statute, creating the
system that largely exists today. Extensive removal restrictions thus arose well after the United States
transitioned from a patronage to a merit system. The original civil service reformers believed that
expeditious removals were essential to maintaining a merit system.
State Civil Service Reforms Have Removed Employment Protections
Many state civil service systems also make removing state employees prohibitively difficult. Several
states have addressed the problems these systems create by eliminating removal protections for their state
workforces. For example:
•
•
•
•
•

Arizona enacted legislation in 2012 making most state government employees at-will;
Florida removed employment protections for their state equivalent of the Senior Executive
Service in 2001
Georgia’s Democratic Governor and legislature enacted legislation that put state employees hired
after July 1, 1996 into a new civil service system without employment protections;
Missouri enacted legislation in 2018 making the vast majority of state government employees
functionally at-will; and
Texas abolished its centralized civil service system in 1985.

These reforms have not brought the spoils system back to state government. Evaluations of these reforms
report mixed-to-positive effects, with managers reporting particularly positive impacts on state employee
responsiveness to the goals and priorities of state administrators.25 Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Missouri,
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and Texas continue to operate highly effective, professional state workforces without extensive removal
protections.
Executive Order 13839 - Promoting Accountability and Streamlining Removal Procedures
Consistent with Merit System Principles
The Trump administration set out to address the longstanding problem of inadequate performance
accountability in the Federal government. On May 25, 2018 President Trump signed Executive Order
13839 on Promoting Accountability and Streamlining Removal Procedures Consistent with Merit System
Principles (E.O. 13839).
The executive order was designed to streamline the typically cumbersome process for removing
employees for poor performance or misconduct. Regulations and agency practices implementing the civil
service laws have made the removal process even harder than Congress intended. For example, the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978 (CSRA) added Chapter 43 to title 5, United States Code. Chapter 43 was
expressly intended to make firing poor performers easier. However, agencies remove only a few hundred
employees annually under Chapter 43.26 Managers report that Chapter 43 is harder to use than the
previously existing Chapter 75 procedures, and most performance-based removals continue to occur
under Chapter 75.27 CSRA implementation has fallen well short of what Congress intended.
E.O. 13839 was designed to remove unnecessary regulatory or procedural accretions that prevent
agencies from removing problematic employees expeditiously. For example:
•

30 Day PIPs. Chapter 43 allows agencies to remove employees for poor performance after
providing them with an “opportunity to demonstrate acceptable performance.” During these
opportunity periods, colloquially known as “performance improvement periods” or “PIPs”,
managers must extensively document employee performance and work with the employee. PIPs
typically last 60 to 120 days. However, longer PIPs do not facilitate removals. Under Chapter 43,
if an employee’s performance relapses within 12 months of the start of the PIP the agency can
remove them, even if the PIP has concluded. Longer PIPs merely increase the administrative
burden on supervisors. So section 4(c) of E.O. 13839 standardized PIPs at 30 days, cutting
approximately two months off the time required to use Chapter 43 procedures.

•

Discretion in Applying Penalties. A series of Merit System Protection Board (MSPB) cases
required uniform-discipline standards agency wide.28 The MSPB held that if an agency did not
remove one employee for an infraction, then the agency could not remove any other employee
anywhere else in the agency for a similar infraction. This doctrine is why the MSPB ordered the
Postal Service to reinstate the employee who brought cocaine into her workplace. Agency-wide
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discipline standards both made it hard for agencies to remove bad employees and discouraged
agencies from ever showing lenience, for fear of handicapping their ability to remove future
problematic employees. Section 2(c) of E.O. 13839 directed OPM to issue regulations clarifying
that discipline should be tailored to the facts and circumstances of the case, and agencies are not
required to apply uniform penalties agency-wide.
•

Grievance Arbitration. The CSRA allows union-represented employees to appeal removals
through either the MSPB or a collectively bargained grievance procedure.29 Federal unions and
agencies jointly select grievance arbitrators. The joint selection process gives arbitrators a strong
incentive to “split the baby” and give both sides a partial win to remain acceptable to both parties
for future cases. In removal cases, these incentives encourage arbitrators to agree the employee
merited discipline, but downgrade the penalty from removal to something less severe. This make
grievance arbitration a hostile forum for agencies seeking to remove poor performers. MSPB
administrative judges overturn agency decisions less than 10 percent of the time.30 However,
grievance arbitrators require agencies to reinstate terminated employees 60 percent of the time.31
Arbitral hostility to removals is especially problematic because it is very difficult for agencies to
appeal arbitral awards concerning adverse actions. The grievance arbitration process significantly
impedes performance accountability. So section 3 of E.O. 13839 directed agencies to seek to
exclude removal cases from the grievance process when they renegotiate their collective
bargaining agreements.

Executive Order 13957 – Creating Schedule F in the Excepted Service
Poor performance is problematic wherever it occurs. But poor performance by employees who influence
agency policy is especially problematic. The effects of poor performance by a “line” employee is
generally limited and localized; poor performance by a policy-influencing employee impairs the
effectiveness of the entire agency. For example, a poorly performing IRS agent may cost the Federal
government revenue in the tax audits that he or she conducts. But a poorly performing IRS regulationwriter could cost the government revenue across every audit the IRS conducts. Consequently, it is
especially important for agencies to be able to hold employees in policy-influencing positions accountable
for their performance.
Executive Order 13957 on Creating Schedule F in the Excepted Service (E.O. 13957) addressed this
problem. The Executive Order created a new Schedule F in the excepted service for career employees in
confidential, policy-making, policy-determining, or policy-advocating positions. Under title 5 employees
hired into or transferred to schedule F could not appeal their removal.32 E.O. 13957 would thus allow
agencies to quickly remove policy-influencing employees, such as regulation writers for poor
performance.
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Schedule F paralleled the successful civil service reforms in Georgia, Florida, and other states, but applied
only to a small minority of Federal employees in positions of heightened responsibility. I estimate that
Schedule F would have covered between 1 and 3 percent of the Federal workforce.
Schedule F was designed to enable to agencies to hold policy-influencing career employees accountable
while maintaining the important distinction between career and political appointees. Under the order
Schedule F employees maintain their positions between administrations. Section 6 of E.O. 13957 required
agencies to ensure they did not base Schedule F hiring or firing on politics or other impermissible factors
such as race, sex, or marital status.
E.O. 13957 thus restored the original policy of the Pendleton Act: it gave agencies broad discretion to
remove poorly performing employees from policy-influencing positions, while keeping political
considerations out of the equation. The Civil Service reformers wanted to stop patronage-based Federal
hiring, not insulate career employees in policy-influencing jobs from accountability for their actions.
Proposed Legislation Raises Constitutional Concerns
President Biden rescinded E.O. 13957 shortly after taking office, eliminating Schedule F. Members of
this committee have introduced legislation to prevent a future administration from reintroducing Schedule
F. The Preventing a Patronage System Act (PAPSA) would prevent the executive branch from creating
new excepted service schedules or modifying the scope of currently existing ones. This would prevent a
future administration from eliminating removal protections for policy-influencing career employees.
PAPSA’s title is historically inapposite: the civil service reformers believed a merit system required a
straightforward dismissal process. Setting that aside, PAPSA also raises constitutional concerns that the
committee should carefully evaluate. It may unconstitutionally constrain the President’s authority to
supervise the executive branch.
The Supreme Court has explained that:
“Under [the] Constitution, the executive Power—all of it—is vested in a President who must take
Care that the Laws be faithfully executed. Because no single person could fulfill that responsibility
alone, the Framers expected that the President would rely on subordinate officers for assistance … as
a general matter the Constitution gives the President the authority to remove those who assist him in
carrying out his duties. Without such power, the President could not be held fully accountable for
discharging his own responsibilities; the buck would stop somewhere else.”33
The Supreme Court recently explained that it has recognized only two narrow exceptions to the
President’s general authority to fire executive branch officers -- “one for multimember expert agencies
that do not wield substantial executive power, and one for inferior officers with limited duties and no
policymaking or administrative authority -- [these exceptions] represent what up to now have been the
outermost constitutional limits of permissible congressional restrictions on the President’s removal
power.”34
PAPSA would require the President to maintain civil service protections for career employees in policyinfluencing positions. However, these positions do not appear to fall under either exception. They are
obviously not heads of multimember expert agencies. And these positions are deeply involved in
policymaking. Schedule F applied to the small minority of Federal positions whose duties include
33
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substantive work in agency policy development.35 It is not clear that the Supreme Court would uphold
legislation shielding officials with substantive policy-related duties from Presidential control.
Even if the courts find Schedule F employees fall within the second exception, PAPSA raises an
additional constitutional concern at independent agencies. The Supreme Court held in Free Enterprise
Fund v. Public Company Accounting Oversight Board that Congress cannot interpose multiple layers of
for-cause removal protections between inferior officers and the President.36
In that case the Court considered the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), an entity
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act created within the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The President
may only remove SEC Commissioners for good cause. Under Sarbanes-Oxley, SEC Commissioners
could in turn only remove PCAOB Members for good cause. The Supreme Court held that multiple layers
of removal protections unconstitutionally insulated PCAOB members from Presidential oversight.
In his dissenting opinion, Justice Breyer observed that many civil servants in independent agencies are
inferior officers as the definition of inferior officer is “unusually broad.” Justice Breyer worried that the
Free Enterprise holding would undermine the validity of their official actions because these officials also
enjoy multiple layers of for-cause removal protections.37 The majority opinion, authored by Chief Justice
Roberts, explained that these fears were misplaced because:
“Senior or policymaking positions in government may be excepted from the competitive service to
ensure Presidential control, see 5 U. S. C. §§2302(a)(2)(B), 3302, 7511(b)(2) … Nothing in our
opinion, therefore, should be read to cast doubt on the use of what is colloquially known as the civil
service system within independent agencies.”38
Under Free Enterprise the civil service system raises no constitutional concerns at independent agencies
precisely because the President can collapse the multiple layers of removal protections to the one level
granted to agency heads. PAPSA would amend title 5 to prevent the President from doing so. As a result
the civil service laws would appear to effectively – and unconstitutionally – shield many inferior officers
at independent agencies from Presidential control. Enacting PAPSA could thus vitiate civil service
protections for far more officials at independent agencies than would have lost them under Schedule F.
Executive Order 13932 - Modernizing and Reforming the Assessment and Hiring of Federal Job
Candidates
President Trump signed Executive Order 13932 (E.O. 13932) to modernize Federal hiring by requiring
agencies to use competency-based skills assessments. Currently most agencies use subjective selfassessments. These subjective self-assessments do little to help agencies identify skilled applicants. E.O.
13932 will reduce subjectivity in the hiring process and promote hiring based on skill and merit.
E.O. 13932 further prohibits agencies from using educational attainment as a proxy for an applicant’s
skills unless that education is directly relevant to their prospective job. This will ensure the Federal
government does not overlook qualified applicants simply because they do not possess a college diploma.
Objective skills assessments were one of the tools most often - and most effectively - employed by civil
service reformers to dismantle the spoils system at the end of the 19th Century. By returning to a more
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quantifiable and less subjective method of hiring, the Trump Administration followed in the footsteps of
those who ended the patronage system.
Executive Order 13836 -- Developing Efficient, Effective, and Cost-Resducing Approaches To
Federal Sector Collective Bargaining
The Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute governs most collective bargaining in the
Federal sector.39 The Statute expressly provides that Federal collective bargaining should occur in a
manner consistent with “effective and efficient government.”40 Unfortunately that does not always
happen. Union contracts can create needless inefficiency. For example:
•

Some lawmakers have criticized the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) for not filing vacant
positions quickly enough. VA’s collective bargaining agreement with the American Federation of
Government Employees (AFGE) unnecessarily prolongs the hiring process. The Office of
Personnel Management recommends that agencies post vacancy announcements for 5 calendar
days, and a maximum of 10 calendar days.41 VA’s collective bargaining agreement nonetheless
requires the Department to post vacancies for at least 15 workdays (three weeks).42

•

During the coronavirus pandemic VA implemented a COVID-19 screening tool for employees to
use prior to starting work. The tool was designed to help minimize the spread of COVID-19 in
VA facilities. AFGE filed a grievance over VA’s deploying the tool without collectively
bargaining over it. AFGE alleged that using the screening tool before negotiations concluded
violated multiple provisions of their contract. AFGE demanded VA suspend the screening tool
until negotiations concluded.43

Furthermore, the Federal collective bargaining process itself is protracted and expensive. The FSLMRS
requires agencies to pay the salaries of both their own and the union’s negotiations. This gives unions
little incentive to bargain efficiently. As a result renegotiating Federal collective bargaining agreements
typically takes years. For example, VA spent eight years negotiating their current master agreement with
AFGE (between 2003 and 2011). The Environmental Protection Agency began renegotiating its contract
with its largest local in May 2010. Negotiations over that contract have yet to conclude.44 The Social
Security Administration (SSA) took two years to negotiate its current master contract with AFGE.45
Federal filings show that both VA and SSA spent approximately $2 million on negotiating their current
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contracts.46 Private sector collective bargaining is much more efficient. For example, General Motors and
the United Auto Workers spent only 3 months negotiating their latest contract.47
Executive Order 13836 on Developing Efficient, Effective, and Cost-Reducing Approaches To Federal
Sector Collective Bargaining (E.O. 13836) sought to reform the Federal collective bargaining process to
address these problems. The order directed agencies to identify CBA provisions that wasted funds or
interfered with their missions, then renegotiate their contracts to eliminate or improve them. The order
also directed agencies to negotiate expeditiously, setting a target for 6 months of negotiations instead of
the years that negotiations typically take.
E.O. 13836 helped agencies accomplish these goals by establishing an inter-agency working group to
share best practices and model contract language between agencies. Federal sector unions coordinate
bargaining activities between locals extensively; prior to E.O. 13836 agencies did not. By sharing
information the labor relations working group leveled the playing field and helped agencies get better
deals.
E.O. 13836 also required agencies to submit CBAs to OPM for publication in a centralized online
database. This reform promoted transparency and enabled the public to see what agencies were agreeing
to.
Executive Order 13837 -- Ensuring Transparency, Accountability, and Efficiency in TaxpayerFunded Union Time Use
Taxpayer-funded union time is a particularly egregious waste of tax dollars. Federal law allows Federal
employees to spend part or all of their duty time working for their union instead of for their agency.48 The
Congressional Budget Office estimates that 1,600 Federal employees spend a majority of their duty hours
working for a union while collecting their full agency salary.49 Many of these employees work for a union
full-time, performing no agency business. For example, over 470 VA employees – including doctors and
nurses – spent 100 percent of their duty hours on union time in 2018.50 While VA paid these medical
professionals to treat veterans, they spent all their working hours on union business.
The Office of Personnel Management estimated that agencies paid Federal employees $177 million to
perform union business in FY 2016.51 Worse, employees who spend years performing only union
business lose the ability to work for their agency as their skills and experience atrophy. This is a
particularly serious concern for medical personnel, whose competencies will lapse if they go too long
without treating patients.
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E.O. 13837 on Ensuring Transparency, Accountability, and Efficiency in Taxpayer-Funded Union Time
Use (E.O. 13837) made several reforms to rectify these abuses and reduce excessive union time
expenditures.
First, the order required Federal employees to spend at least three-quarters of their working hours
performing agency business, with no more than one-quarter of their time spent on union work. This
reform ensured Federal employees would maintain the skills necessary to perform their jobs. The
importance of this requirement was unfortunately demonstrated at the Social Security Administration.
After President Trump signed E.O. 13837 the President of AFGE Council 220 retired from his 100
percent union time position at SSA. He told reporters that he no longer remembered how to work for his
agency:
“[I]f today I had to go back to my desk, I haven’t done my job in years. I don’t have any clue
about how to do my claims work job at this moment, because my job has been representing Social
Security employees. I’d have to be retrained.”52
Second, E.O. 13837 directed agency negotiators to adopt government-wide best practices for efficient
union time use. OPM data shows that unions at the Departments of Defense, State, and Interior used less
than one hour of taxpayer-funded union time per bargaining unit employee in 2016.53 The order directed
all agencies to target union time rates of one hour per bargaining unit employee, utilizing union time as
efficiently as these agencies.
Third, the order required agencies to track and approve all union time use. Many agencies grant union
representatives blanket allocations of union time (e.g. 75 percent of their duty hours) without monitoring
how this time is used. Indeed, some agencies do not even track how much union time their employees
claim.54 The lack of oversight encourages abuses. For example, a union whistleblower at the Social
Security Administration testified that the leadership of his AFGE Local offered him a 100 percent union
time position with no duties required, in exchange for not challenging the local’s leadership in an
upcoming union election and remaining silent about union abuses.55 Requiring employees to seek preapproval for union time use prevents such abuses.
Fourth, E.O. 13837 prohibited particularly wasteful uses of union time. In particular, it prevented Federal
employees from lobbying Congress or pursuing grievances on union time. Taxpayers should not subsidize
union political activism. And paying unions to file grievances encourages filing meritless or nuisance
complaints. Requiring unions to internalize the cost of bringing grievances encourages them to grieve
only substantive issues.
52
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Fifth, the order required agencies to charge unions rent for their use of Federal office space and prohibited
agencies from reimbursing expenses incurred performing non-agency business. Previously agencies
would give Federal unions office space free of charge, and would often cover their travel expenses. The
order eliminated these subsidies to give taxpayers a better deal.
The White House estimated these reforms would save taxpayers over $100 million annually when fully
implemented.56 Savings quickly materialized. The Office of Personnel Management found that overall
union time expenses dropped from $177 million in 2016 to $135 million in 2019 – savings of
approximately $42 million.57
Litigation Background
Federal unions filed suit shortly after President Trump issued E.O.’s 13836, 13837, and 13839. On
August 25, 2018 Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson, an Obama appointee on the D.C. District Court, issued a
ruling enjoining the administration from enforcing central provisions of the executive orders.58 Judge
Jackson held that she had jurisdiction to hear the case and that provisions of the orders violated the
unions’ FSLMRS collective bargaining rights.
The Trump administration appealed, and on July 16, 2019 a unanimous D.C. Circuit panel reversed and
vacated Judge Jackson’s decision.59 The panel unanimously held that the district court lacked jurisdiction
to hear the case. Under Supreme Court’s Thunder Basin framework, litigants must generally exhaust
administrative procedures before going to Federal court.60 The D.C. Circuit ruled that unions had to
pursue their complaints before the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA), and could appeal an
adverse ruling to the D.C. Circuit, but they could not proceed directly to district court. The D.C. circuit
did not reach the merits of the case. The unions requested en banc reconsideration, but no D.C. Circuit
judge supported that request. The D.C. Circuit issued the mandate formally dissolving Judge Jackson’s
injunction in early October 2019.
Federal unions sought injunctions from other district courts. However, all of these judges followed the
reasoning of the D.C. Circuit and held that they lacked subject matter jurisdiction.61 In December 2020
the FLRA issued its first decision on union challenges to the merits of E.O.’s 13836 and 13837, rejecting
union arguments that the orders violated the FSLMRS.62
In general, executive orders supersede agency collective bargaining obligations.63 However, E.O.s 13836,
13837, and 13839 did not abrogate contracts negotiated before they took effect. Several agencies
negotiated new collective bargaining agreements with their unions between August 2018 and October
2019, while the executive orders remained enjoined. On October 11, 2019 President Trump issued a
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Presidential Memorandum clarifying that agencies could give full effect to contracts negotiated during
this period.
Biden Actions
On January 22nd President Biden rescinded E.O.’s 13836, 13837, 13839, and 13957, as well as the
October 11, 2019 Presidential Memorandum.64 As a result the inter-agency labor relations working group
was disbanded, Federal employees may now spend more than 25 percent of their time performing union
business. President Biden expressly directed agencies to suspend their systems for monitoring official
time use and directed OPM to rescind their regulations streamlining the dismissal process. President
Biden further directed agencies to renegotiate union contracts to undo the efficiencies negotiated by the
Trump administration.65 These directives will create a less efficient, more bureaucratic workforce that
wastes taxpayer dollars. They will also aggravate Federal employee frustrations with inadequate
performance accountability in the Federal workforce.
Federal Pay and Benefits
Most Federal employees earn more than they would in the private sector. Alan Krueger, the former
Chairman of President Barack Obama’s Council of Economic Advisers, documented this pay premium in
the 1980s.66 Academic researchers have repeatedly found similar results since.67 Most recently, the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) found that Federal employees receive on average 17 percent greater
total compensation than they would earn in the private sector.68
CBO concluded that both Federal wages and benefits are inflated, but that most of the compensation
premium comes from the Federal benefits package. While Federal employees receive 3 percent higher
average wages than comparable private sector workers, their benefits package is 47 percent greater.
Federal benefits include:
•
•
•
•

The Thrift Savings Plan, a defined-contribution style retirement benefit with a 5 percent Federal
match for employee contributions;
The Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS) annuity, a defined-benefit style retirement
benefit;
Paid leave benefits that include, for an employee with 5 years of service, 20 paid vacation days,
13 paid sick leave days, and all 10 Federal holidays; and
Retiree health benefits.

These benefits are more generous than large private sector employers offer. Virtually no private
employers offer both a defined-benefit and a defined-contribution retirement plan, and very few offer
retiree health benefits. Federal employees also receive approximately two weeks more paid leave a year
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than similarly situated private sector workers.69 The Federal compensation premium costs taxpayers
approximately $44 billion a year.70
CBO also found that these average figures mask considerable variation within the Federal workforce.
Some Federal employees, particularly the most skilled workers, acceot lower compensation than their
skills would command in the private sector. Other Federal workers enjoy a compensation premium of 50
percent or more.71
Promoting Equitable Federal Compensation
The Trump administration’s budgets proposed reforms that would promote equitable Federal
compensation for Federal employees, while following leading practices in the private sector and keeping
the Federal government a first class employer. The Trump administration also recognized that some high
performing Federal employees are underpaid. Trump administration proposals to modernize Federal
compensation included:
•

•
•
•
•

Suspending or limiting the annual COLA-type across-the-board pay Federal pay increase (while
this proposal is often termed a pay-freeze, that terminology is inaccurate as most Federal
employees would continue to receive seniority-based pay increases);
Increasing funds available for on-the-spot and ratings-based performance awards.
Having employees and their employing agency pay an equal share of the employee’s FERS
annuity cost;
Basing annuity calculations on employees’ “High–5” salary years instead of “High–3” – a
common private sector practice; and
Transitioning the Federal workforce to a system of consolidated Paid Time Off, instead of
separate vacation and sick leave allowances – following an increasingly common and popular
practice in the private sector.

Additionally, the President signed legislation giving Federal employees paid parental leave benefits for
the first time.
Some members of Congress have proposed legislation that would further enhance Federal benefits
relative to the private sector. Such legislation seems inappropriate during the COVID-19 pandemic. Over
the past year millions of private sector workers lost their jobs or saw steep cuts in their hours. Many of
these workers have not yet found new work or had their hours restored. Scarce funds would be better used
helping private sector workers recover from the pandemic than increasing benefits for Federal employees
who kept their jobs. If Congress believes that the Federal government should add new benefits to remain a
first class employer, Congress should at least offset its cost through offsetting reforms to other Federal
benefits.
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Conclusion: Trump Reforms Popular in the Federal Workforce
Most Federal employees are frustrated with their agencies’ failure to adequately address poor
performance. The Trump administration’s efforts to address poor performance were consequently quite
popular in the Federal workforce. Shortly President Trump signed E.O. 13839 Government Executive
Magazine surveyed Federal employees’ views on the order. They found that Federal employees supported
the administration’s efforts to make it easier to fire poor performers by a better than 2-to-1 margin.72
FEVS survey data also showed Federal employee job satisfaction rose every year of the Trump
administration. In 2016 FEVS showed 66.2 percent job satisfaction. By 2020 Federal employee job
satisfaction rose to 71.6 percent.73 Of the 71 FEVS questions asked in both 2015 and 2019 (the last year
of complete survey data), Federal employees reported greater satisfaction on 64 measures and no decrease
on the remaining 7 measures.74 And while Federal employees remain dissatisfied with agency handling of
poor performers, their dissatisfaction subsided during the Trump administration. The proportion of
Federal employees believing that their agency effectively addresses poor performers rose every year of
the Trump administration, going from 29 percent in 2016 to 34 percent in 2019.75
President Trump’s reforms were popular in the Federal workforce.
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